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From:   Lt. El Ray
To:   Cdr. Ezra Stone

Subject:  Operation: 52—Pickup Debriefing Report

Event Summary:
Operation: 52 Pickup was supposed to be simple. As 
Quillroy put it, it should have been a “most least-extreme 
mission.” After fighting disgruntled cyborgs and psychotic 
cryptids, sweating in the sun all day recovering heavy 
airplane wreckage sounded downright boring. But that 
was the mission, and our job is to complete our 
mission—no matter how dull.
 
The Thunderbird was an experimental hypervelocity 
aircraft the fellows at Area 51 had been testing. It had 
crashed on an uninhabited island in the Bahamas. Lucky 
for me, my job was to recover the black-box recorder. A bit 
more fun, if you ask me, as the box lay deep in the waters 
of the North Atlantic. Safety precautions called for it to be 
ejected from the aircraft in the case of a crash—you know, 
in case the hypervelocity scramjet engine vaporized the 
vehicle on impact. 

The black-box was an easy enough find, just five meters 
down. I snatched it and stowed it away in my pack. That’s 
when I noticed lights coming from beyond the famous 
Bimini Road—a strange, underwater formation of ancient 
limestone. I knew the rest of the team would be at it a little 
longer, so I decided to check it out. 

I eyed the limestone road, wondering how any human had 
managed to place such an intricate formation of cut 
stone so far beneath the sea. Whoever had built it had 
done so thousands of years ago, without any of our 
modern technology! I couldn’t help but wonder if the 
creators had been ancestors of mine, rather than 
humans? Perhaps I am one of the last living lifeforms 
from an ancient sea species.

The Dulles was sailing in open water, so I knew I’d have to 
make it quick. We could not afford to draw the attention 
of any prying eyes from the nearby resort islands. Per 
Cdr. Stone’s last radio message,  I knew the Dulles 
aircraft carrier would transform back into its cruise liner 
disguise at fourteen hundred hours. That meant I had 
about two hours to get back to the ship.  

I radioed in to tell Cdr. Stone I was heading back, but 
received no response.

Instead, I heard Quillroy report that he completed loading 
the heaviest parts of the scamjet’s fuselage onto a 
Tortoise amphibious hauler. Daart and Albert VII, he said, 
had recovered and accounted for the aircraft’s smaller 
parts and had rendezvoused with him at the hauler. 
When Cdr. Stone asked why the mission’s second in 
command was responding, I tried to radio in again. I 
would not find out until later that they couldn’t hear any of 
my responses. 
Something—or someone—was disrupting communication 
in the Bermuda Triangle. 
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From:  NROTC Daart
To:   Cdr. Ezra Stone

Subject:  Operation: 52—Pickup Debriefing Report

Event Summary:
No one asked me to file a debriefing report, but since the 
rest of the team does it, I thought I should, too. I already 
told Cdr. Stone this, but I wanted to put it in writing. After 
all, Albert VII is always saying, “99 percent of Navy life is 
paperwork!” and I am in the Navy, even if I’m just a cadet. 
So I want to do my part!

Anyway, the mission began as planned. Once we were 
underwater, we went to look for the wreckage and El Ray 
went to find the black box. But when we radioed him to find 
out how it was going, there was no answer. At that point, 
we got scared. Even Albert VII stopped joking. Normally I’d 
be happy about that because his jokes are terrible. But 
this was serious. 

We returned to the USS Allen W. Dulles to wait for El Ray. 
The wreckage had been retrieved and it was time to go, 
before anyone spied us. But we couldn’t go without our 
mission’s first-in-command!

Cdr. Stone decided to send a search-and-rescue team 
after El Ray. I really wanted to be on that team. Ever since 
I joined the Generation Kymera program, El Ray has really 
been there for me. He’s almost been like a big brother. I 
was desperate to find him. I think Cdr. Stone knew that, 
too. He let me stick around the CVIC — that’s the ship’s 
intelligence center— so I would know what was happening, 
but he sent Quillroy and Albert VII on the rescue mission 
without me. 

The two took AKLUT Minisubs down to the El Ray’s 
last-known location. I stood in the CVIC watching the live 
VR feed from the AKLUT imaging cams. Immersive Room 
VR was maybe as close to real as you can get, but I still 
wished I were really down there.

As the ships closed in on where El Ray’s tracking beacon 
had stopped, we saw this weird road. It looked like . . . I 
don’t know how to describe it. Kind of like a bunch of rocks 
shaped like a Connect 4 game board, except flat on the 
ground instead of standing up. All around it were these tall, 
narrow pyramid things. Cdr. Stone called them obelisks. 
Etched on them were all sorts of weird writing.

That’s when Sham started acting weird. He did that thing 
where his eyes move independently when he’s looking for 
something. I watched him on the monitor for a minute, and 
then turned away. I hate it when he does that. It creeps me 
out. Of course, he’s a giant lizard, so that in and of itself is 
a bit creepy. But I’ve learned to look past that. Still, I know 
he moves his eyes that way when he’s got an idea.  He 

quickly funny-walked out of the room . . . made me wonder 
if he knew a way to help El Ray from right here on the ship.

Heading out of the CVIV, I peeked into Sham’s quarters. 
He was looking at picture books, but not the fun kind. 
These were old and dusty with pictures like . . . well, they 
were kind of like the pictures in my sixth grade history 
book—pharaohs and Romans and stuff. Ancient stuff, 
literally! 

Before I could ask him about it, he ran right past me and 
out of the room! He was in such a hurry he dropped the 
book he was looking at.

I had to check it out. I mean, can you blame me? The title 
was just a bunch of weird letters or characters or 
whatever. They kinda looked like the writing on the big 
obelisk thingies we saw in the water. 

The old, crusty book was falling apart in my hands, so I put 
it back on the ground carefully because I didn’t want to 
get in trouble for messing it up. Then I went back to the 
CVIC to watch the AKLUT Sub video. While I was gone, 
they had pulled up to some weird underwater building.

Quillroy and Sham docked their subs to look for El Ray 
inside. Meanwhile, Cdr. Stone asked me to go find Sham. 
He thought Sham might be able to figure what the 
building was. Based on the book I’d seen, I had to agree. 
The trouble was, I had no idea where to look for him.

I wandered the halls, calling Sham’s name. Finally, I spied 
him coming out of Dr. Mera’s office. That lady creeps me 
out even more than Sham’s crazy eyes. I mean, I’m not 
scared of her, but I can understand why people are. I 
guess I shouldn’t be so, like, mean about her. Some 
people probably think I’m creepy, too. But I’ve always 
thought there was something was fishy about her. (No 
offense to El Ray if you’re reading this.)

By the time I caught up to Sham, he was back in the 
security room. He had pulled up blueprints for the AKLUT 
Minisubs and was looking at popup windows with their 
stats: depth, range, all that stuff. As I watched, he started 
typing away like crazy. He had the eye stuff going again, 
but this time it didn’t seem creepy. I mean, it did, but it felt 
more like there was something going on! I walked in to 
check it out and saw that he was coding. 

I was thinking about asking for his help with an app I 
wanted to make for this old game called Roblox when I 
saw a line that said Redirect, then some numbers in 
parentheses. I tried to put two and two together.
“Sham, are you redirecting the subs?” I asked.
He must not have seen me come in, because he jumped 
like he was scared. Then he got mad. Like, really mad. 
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From:  Ens. Quillroy
To:   Cdr. Ezra Stone

Subject:  Operation: 52—Pickup Debriefing Report

Event Summary:
Dear USN Command, I don’t do many of these reports. Lt. 
El Ray usually handles them, but as he is not here, I will do 
my best. Here goes nothing: 

Albert VII and I piloted a pair of AKLUT Minisubs back to 
the last place El Ray had pinged. Far under the water, we 
found a bunch of little rectangular stones arranged 
neat-like in a grid. The sub’s geomap ID’d this area as 
Bimini Road. I’d never heard of it, so I toggled the geomap 
AR for more info. It didn’t have much. Really, all it said was 
that no one knew how the stones got there, but they were 
really old—ancient even.
 
Al-7 went northeast. I went southwest. For Command’s 
reference, I’ve included the transcribed recordings of our 
communications during this time.

BEGIN TRANSCRIPT: Radio communications between 
Ens. Albert VII and Ens. Quillroy:

Albert VII: Albert VII calling Quillroy.

Quillroy: Go ahead.

Albert VII: [inaudible] discovered a structure that 
appears [inaudible] and the [inaudible] building [inaudible] 
activity inside.

Quillroy: Al Seven, where are you?

Albert VII: [inaudible]

END TRANSCRIPT

I turned the sub around and headed northeast up Bimini 
Road as fast as I could. The farther I went, the deeper the 
ocean floor grew. Soon, I found the road lined on either 
side with stone obelisks. They got taller and taller as I 
traveled. The obelisks were carved with characters I 
didn’t recognize. I tried using the VR cameras on the sub 
to analyze the writing, but all it said was “unidentified 
hieroglyphs.” 

Slowly, the road rose again. Then, suddenly, it dropped off 
into another valley. Below me I saw what Al-7 had 
encountered.
 
His sub was docked next to some kind of temple in the 
center of a crazy underwater city. I don’t see that 
well—and the haze in the water didn’t help—but I could 
make out the general shape of the city. It was laid out in a 
perfect square, with more roads encircling it. 
Hieroglyphs, like the ones on the obelisks, had been 
carved on the buildings. They appeared between carvings 
of straight lines and shapes. 

Looking at the city, it felt like architects from the future 
had decided to build ancient structures. The placement 
and shapes of the buildings seemed random at first, but 
the more I looked, the more I started to notice patterns. 
Strangely, although I could see that there was a pattern, I 
couldn’t figure out exactly what the pattern was (I’m not 
one of those SNI eggheads). Stranger still, though, were 
the lights. I couldn’t see the whole thing through the haze 
of the water, but I could see enough to know that the city 
was lit up somehow. An underwater city with lights? I 
knew that was weird.

I started to wonder if something would pop out of 
nowhere and attack. I had no idea if there were people in 
this city! Was this some kind of secret base? Did Alpha or 
Sabotage have the resources to build something this 
complex? 

I was honestly scared, but I’d never let that stop me from 
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doing what has to be done. I always figure you can’t have 
courage without first being afraid. 

I docked next to Albert VII’s AKLUT. Then, putting on my 
custom re-breather helmet, I exited the sub. Even though 
the comms were all fritzo, the AI link between the 
re-breather and the AKLUT seemed to be working fine. As 
I got closer to the thing we now call “the temple,” I could 
see what it was made of. Lines of stone zigzagged and 
crisscrossed the building in geometric patterns, kind of 
like those in the skyline of the city. The same kind of stone 
was used for doors and the outsides of what I can only 
assume were windows. The windows themselves were 
made out of a clear material like nothing I’ve ever seen 
before. It seemed to be some cross between a strong 
plastic and a stretchy rubber. The windows were 
tall—rounded on the sides and pointy at the top, kinda like 
a cat’s pupil. 

I reached the door nearest to Al-7’s AKLUT. It had a sort 
of upside-down tombstone shape, rectangular on the top 
but rounded at the bottom. It had gaskets with that same 
plastic-rubber material, and I had to use all my strength to 
lift it. 

After what seemed like forever, it finally budged. I pushed 
harder and the door opened. A flood of water swept me 
inside the building. I was tossed around like a Bracket Ball 
in a tornado. At last, I was able to grab onto some of the 
deep carvings in the wall. 

Holding tight, so as not to be washed away again, I heard 
Al-7’s voice coming over the comms again!

BEGIN TRANSCRIPT: Radio Communication between 
Ens. Albert VII and Ens. Quillroy

Albert VII: [inaudible] . . .and aircraft. I think it must be 
some kind of storage warehouse or something.

Quillroy: Al-Seven. Help!

Albert VII: Quillroy! Where are you?!

Quillroy: The entrance near your sub . . . Hurry.

END TRANSCRIPT

Around me, the water kept rushing in. I lost my grip on the 
wall and got tossed around for a few more minutes. Finally, 
the room filled with water and the current stopped. 

Drained of all my energy, I just floated there for a second. 
Then I noticed the water level was dropping. It happened 
so fast, I didn’t have a chance to get upright. As the last 
of the water drained away, I faceplanted on the floor. 

BEGIN TRANSCRIPT: Radio communications between 
Ens. Albert VII and Ens. Quillroy:

Albert VII: QR, you alright?

Quillroy: Al-7!—

Albert VII: Jeez, talk about klutzy. You even manage to 
break mysterious paranormal technology. Did you at 
least try to find a door handle first?

END TRANSCRIPT

Oh, yeah. I guess I forgot to describe the door controls 
earlier in my report. The “doohickey” as Al-7 calls ’em. He 
showed me it opens and closes the door and manages 
the pressure difference between the inside and outside. 
It was right next to the door, but I guess I went straight to 
relying on my guns, Lefty and Righty. In my defense, you 
would, too, if you could curl 240. 

I got a look around at the white-gold room we were in. It 
had, I dunno, maybe forty-foot ceilings. More geometric 
lines ran around the room in different directions. In a 
corner, Al-7 pulled a panel away from a wall and climbed 
into a passage.  He told me it was a way into the 
“super-secret” part of the temple. 

I followed, barely. Inside was a steep, diagonal chute that 
was almost too small for me to fit in. 

It took all my endurance, but I finally reached the top of 
the chute. I climbed out into a huge, dimly lit, warehouse. 
Inside I saw planes from the 20th century, pirate lookin’ 
ships, and really just a ton of water and air vehicles from 
every era. 

BEGIN TRANSCRIPT: Radio communications between 
Ens. Albert VII and Ens. Quillroy:

Albert VII: Looks like we found out what happened to 
Ameilia Earhart, am I right? 

NOTE: At this point, we were interrupted by lights shining 
in from one of those cat-pupil windows. We cautiously 
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peeked outside and saw it was the headlights of our 
AKLUT Minisubs. 

Albert VII: The AKLUTs! They’re leaving without us!

Quillroy: We need to get back or we’ll be stranded here!

Albert VII: Too late. They’re gone. 

Quillroy: We can’t just give up! No one knows where we 
are!

Albert VII: I’m not worried about that. We’re the Navy's 

most valued assets. They’re sure to send a search and 
rescue team.

Quillroy: Good point.

Albert VII: Exactly! The real thing to worry about is dying of 
thirst or malnutrition before they find us!

END TRANSCRIPT

That Al-7 can be a real jerk sometimes.



From:  NROTC Daart

To:   Cdr. Ezra Stone

Subject:  Operation: 52—Pickup Debriefing Report

Event Summary:

I’m not going to lie. When Sham turned on me, I got really 
nervous. That guy is a superspy, and I’m just a cadet in the 
NROTC. There’s rumors on the base that he does, like, 
real CIA type spy stuff. You know, the stuff with poison 
umbrellas and computer hacking, and I think he 
assassinated Hitler! But I stood up to him anyway! I stood 
up to the guy who killed Hitler! Well, okay, I made up the 
Hitler-killing part. And maybe it wasn’t so much “standing 
up to him” as it was a stern, verbal defense . . . that I gave 
quietly instead of sternly.

“Uh, hi. I just wanted to see what you were up to. That’s all,” 
I said.

“Get out. You have no business here,” he said.

“But why?” I asked.

That’s when he got all mumbly and stuttery. 

“Because you—I—you are—I do not answer to you!” he said. 
“You are under the direct command of Commander 
Stone. Let’s just see what he has to say about this!”

That’s when I got suspicious. Why would he get so mad if 
he wasn’t hiding something? Then I remembered seeing 
him leaving Dr. Mera’s office. I got a hunch like The Iron 
Stomach gets in my old Arbitration League comics: 
Mera’s scary + Sham’s being weird = they’re up to no 
good!

Sham marched me to Cdr. Stone’s office, and boy was 
Stone mad. But I presented my case with perfect   logic. 

“Sham was doing something weird to the subs—” I started 
to say.

That’s when Sham butted in. “I detected an irregularity in 

the automated controls. I was attempting to fix it before 
it presented a severe problem when Daart interrupted.” 

“You’re too late, Sham,” Cdr. Stone said. “The problem 
has already occurred. Quillroy reported the subs set sail 
without him or Albert VII aboard.”

“They did?” Sham gulped. “Well. Then. That must clearly 
be . . .” He swirled his eyes around the room until they fell 
on me. “It must be Daart’s fault.” 

“What? You’re blaming me?” I said. 

“Had I not been distracted by your intrusion, I would have 
had time to thoroughly diagnose any errors found in the 
subs’ debugging protocols,” Sham said. 

“You were the one being all weird when Quillroy and 
Albert VII found those underwater buildings,” I said.

Then Sham got all huffy. “Huh! ‘Weird’ as you call it is a 
subjective term I won’t even dignify with a response.”

Cdr. Stone interrupted us, then. “Sham, see what you 
can do about returning the subs to Quillroy and Albert 
VII. Daart, you’re to stay clear of Sham until this mission 
is complete.”

I still can’t believe it. Cdr. Stone took Sham’s side! I’m still 
mad about that.

Sham left, and Cdr. Stone walked me back to my 
quarters. 

“If there was such an emergency, why was Sham 
wasting time talking to Dr. Mera?” I asked, hoping to 
hook Cdr. Stone into seeing it my way.

But Cdr. Stone wasn’t biting. “Sham reports directly to 
Dr. Mera. You know that. He’s not under Navy 
command.” 

“What about the books? He saw something on the VR 
feed, then he went to look at some weird old books. I saw 
them!” I said.
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“That’s enough, Daart. You’re making accusations without 
just cause. Sham’s support role for GK Delta is gathering 
intel. Looking at what you call ‘weird old books’ is part of his 
job. I understand you want to help find El Ray, but your 
suspicions may have jeopardized this mission. The USS 
Allen W. Dulles has been ordered back to San Nicolas 
Island—immediately.”

At Cdr. Stone’s words, I felt like I wanted to throw up—and 

not because of the El Taco Cheapo five-dollar meal I ate, 
either. I felt terrible that I’d messed up so bad.

I watched from my room as Cdr. Stone turned and walked 
away, moving with that tired, upright walk he always has. I 
kept hoping he’d look back, but he didn’t. Not once. 

From:  NROTC Daart

To:   Cdr. Ezra Stone

Subject:  Operation: 52—Pickup Debriefing Report

Event Summary:

I’m not going to lie. When Sham turned on me, I got really 
nervous. That guy is a superspy, and I’m just a cadet in the 
NROTC. There’s rumors on the base that he does, like, 
real CIA type spy stuff. You know, the stuff with poison 
umbrellas and computer hacking, and I think he 
assassinated Hitler! But I stood up to him anyway! I stood 
up to the guy who killed Hitler! Well, okay, I made up the 
Hitler-killing part. And maybe it wasn’t so much “standing 
up to him” as it was a stern, verbal defense . . . that I gave 
quietly instead of sternly.

“Uh, hi. I just wanted to see what you were up to. That’s all,” 
I said.

“Get out. You have no business here,” he said.

“But why?” I asked.

That’s when he got all mumbly and stuttery. 

“Because you—I—you are—I do not answer to you!” he said. 
“You are under the direct command of Commander 
Stone. Let’s just see what he has to say about this!”

That’s when I got suspicious. Why would he get so mad if 
he wasn’t hiding something? Then I remembered seeing 
him leaving Dr. Mera’s office. I got a hunch like The Iron 
Stomach gets in my old Arbitration League comics: 
Mera’s scary + Sham’s being weird = they’re up to no 
good!

Sham marched me to Cdr. Stone’s office, and boy was 
Stone mad. But I presented my case with perfect   logic. 

“Sham was doing something weird to the subs—” I started 
to say.

That’s when Sham butted in. “I detected an irregularity in 

the automated controls. I was attempting to fix it before 
it presented a severe problem when Daart interrupted.” 

“You’re too late, Sham,” Cdr. Stone said. “The problem 
has already occurred. Quillroy reported the subs set sail 
without him or Albert VII aboard.”

“They did?” Sham gulped. “Well. Then. That must clearly 
be . . .” He swirled his eyes around the room until they fell 
on me. “It must be Daart’s fault.” 

“What? You’re blaming me?” I said. 

“Had I not been distracted by your intrusion, I would have 
had time to thoroughly diagnose any errors found in the 
subs’ debugging protocols,” Sham said. 

“You were the one being all weird when Quillroy and 
Albert VII found those underwater buildings,” I said.

Then Sham got all huffy. “Huh! ‘Weird’ as you call it is a 
subjective term I won’t even dignify with a response.”

Cdr. Stone interrupted us, then. “Sham, see what you 
can do about returning the subs to Quillroy and Albert 
VII. Daart, you’re to stay clear of Sham until this mission 
is complete.”

I still can’t believe it. Cdr. Stone took Sham’s side! I’m still 
mad about that.

Sham left, and Cdr. Stone walked me back to my 
quarters. 

“If there was such an emergency, why was Sham 
wasting time talking to Dr. Mera?” I asked, hoping to 
hook Cdr. Stone into seeing it my way.

But Cdr. Stone wasn’t biting. “Sham reports directly to 
Dr. Mera. You know that. He’s not under Navy 
command.” 

“What about the books? He saw something on the VR 
feed, then he went to look at some weird old books. I saw 
them!” I said.
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From:  Ens. Albert VII

To:   Cdr. Ezra Stone

Subject: Recommendation for Recognition of Distinguished 
Leadership in the Face of Adversity for Ensign Quillroy

Event Summary:

Commander Stone,

You’ve read Quillroy’s report on what happened in the 
underwater city. Quillroy gave me a look-see, too. You know, ta 
make sure there’s no mistakes! Anyway, all of it’s true (except 
that part about me being a jerk!), but what that knucklehead is 
too modest to tell ya’ is that if it wasn’t for him, we wouldn’t’ve 
made it outta there. 

We were through! Seriously! The subs were gone. The place 
seemed empty. Then Quillroy started using that echolocation 
of his!

“What are ya doing?” I says.

“Looking for a way out,” he tells me. “My echolocation might 
find a secret door or passage in these walls.”

“You think that’ll work?”

“Soldier, up, bruh,” he says. “We’ve still got a mission. If it were 
us, El Ray wouldn’t stop looking.”

“Yeah, but how are we gonna get outta here?” I says. 

I figured we still had to take care of ourselves before we could 

take care of others. Quillroy didn’t see it that way.

“All I know is that we have orders, and the more GK Delta 
team members we have, the better our chances.”

What can I say? He’s second in command, I figure. I know 
how to take orders. What did we have to lose? I start 
helping him out with the search. Then a thought struck me. 
The re-breathers wouldn’t last forever. 

Sure, the building we were in was dry, but the air was no 
good for breathing. Our re-breathers indicated there was 
way more Nitrogen and Argon than normal air. 

That’s when Quillroy suggested turning off the helmet’s A.I. 
systems. He figured we could save power that way, since 
the environment was more stable than it would be in an 
ocean dive. Honestly, I’m not sure if that was him being 
clever, or if the lunkhead just hates dealing with computers. 
Either way, it was a good call. 

A minute later, he shouted, “Somethin’ behind here’s 
hollow!” He pointed to one of the walls. We futzed around 
with it a little bit and, voilà! There were some doohickies to 
open a hidden door. 

We got that baby open and set off down a long, long, 
extra-long, hallway surrounded by that same rubber-glass 
on the windows. We could see the rest of the underwater 
city outside and the occasional squid or angler fish, but no 
intelligent life.

We came out the other end of the corridor in a dark room. 
Right in the center there was an opening with light coming 
through from a lower floor. A . . .  whadda they call that? A 
mezzanine? Yeah, a mezzanine. Not just light, though. 
There were sounds of clanging and russlin’. Turned out, we 
weren’t alone, after all. And from the sounds, it seemed like 
we were going to be seriously outnumbered, though by 
what, we had no idea. 

We peeked over the edge. What. In. Tarnation?

Huddled around on the floor below us were these 
creatures. Not creatures like us. They looked like a cross 
between Cleopatra and those artist’s renditions of gray 
aliens, only tall. And, no, I don’t just mean tall compared to 
ol’ Albert VII. I mean they were probably nine feet tall! And 
skinny! And they moved all weird! Like those animatronic 
puppets at Disneyland, but really smooth in a creepy way. 
(Side note: Stone, can we please go to Disneyland 
someday?) 

“They kinda look like Eddie on the cover of the Powerslave 
album,” QR says.

“Huh?” I had no idea what he’s talking about

“Iron Maiden. Classic rock,” he whispers.
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I just stared, but he kept goin’. “Dude. Precursor to 
grindmetal? Well, sort of. Either way they paved the way 
for the loathecore metal of the 2030’s—”

“Not now, QR! Look!” The creatures were moving out of 
their huddle. As they shifted, we saw what they had been 
gathered around. It was El Ray!

He looked to be out cold. I hoped so, at least. There had to 
be at least a dozen bulbous, spaghetti-yellow tubes running 
in and out of his mouth and nose. Looked awful 

uncomfortable, ya ask me. He was laid on what looked like a 
cross between an operating table and a computer tablet. 

We watched as the creatures prodded him with different 
instruments. With each poke, the characters and graphics 
on the operating tablet screen changed. 

It was horrifying. We had to do something. 

That’s when Quillroy stepped up.
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Personal Files of Cdr. Ezra Stone
United States Navy

Cadet Daart is trying his best. Whether or not that’s 
enough is important, but thorough, earnest effort is all a 
commander can ask for of a soldier. 

I left Daart in his quarters after making my disappointment 
with his meddling clear. At about 1400 hours, I arrived at 
the bridge to oversee the departure to San Nicolas Island 
(SNI). At 1600, I arrived at the CVIC to learn from Sham 
that there was no update on the missing Ahklut Minisubs.

Daart’s at an age where he’s just starting to develop a 
sense of adulthood. It doesn’t help that he’s both an 
extraordinary species and confined by military life. I’d left 
him to think about his actions long enough, and now some 
guidance was appropriate. When I arrived at his quarters 
though, he wasn’t there.

I’d spent about 20 minutes trying to locate him when Petty 
Officer Muldown indicated that he’d seen Daart in the 
Hangar Forward Bay where we were storing the 

experimental Thunderbird aircraft wreckage.

When I arrived at the hanger, sure enough, Daart was 
looking at its broken parts, confused. Scattered near 
him were a small assortment of screwdrivers and 
socket wrenches.

“Daart, what are you doing?” I asked, catching him by 
surprise.

“Oh.” he stood up to salute. “Commander Stone, sir. I 
was attempting to repair the Thunderbird.”

“At ease. Cadet, this is USAF property. Our mission is to 
ship it back. You have no authorization to make any 
repairs.” I explained.

“With all due respect sir, El Ray is like a brother to me. 
Quillroy too. Even Albert VII. If I didn’t do everything I 
could to try to fix my mistake and save them, the guilt I 
would feel would eat me alive. I figured if we repaired the 
Thunderbird, we could continue the search for the rest 
of GK Delta with it. It’s fast enough to catch up to the 
USS Allen W. Dulles before it’s back at SNI, right?”

“You do realize that this is the military’s most 
sophisticated technology, right? Your devotion to your 
fellow soldiers is admirable. It’s highly unlikely that you’d 
be able to repair it without schematics or proper tools 
though.” I explained.

Then he simply said “I have to try.”

Cadet Daart demonstrated all of the tenacity and 
comradery at the core of every great soldier. What’s 
more, he was right. Our best chance to salvage the GK 
Delta project was to search sooner instead of later. It 
was my call to try, despite protocol. 

I radioed the bridge. “Continue on course to SNI and 
send a crew of aircraft mechanics to the hangar 
forward bay.”
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From:   Ens. Albert VII

To:    Cdr. Ezra Stone

Subject: Recommendation for Recognition of 
Distinguished Leadership in the Face of Adversity for 
Ensign Quillroy (Continued)

The little Gray Cleopatra guys were scattered throughout 
the experiment room doing weird experiment things. 
Almost before I knew it, Quillroy found a way down. The 
plan was for him to unplug the cords leading to the 
operating table tablet thing. We had no idea if it would hurt 
Lieutenant El Ray, but we figured it had to be better than 
whatever they were doing to him—if he was even still alive. 
I stayed in the room above. My job was to come in from 
above, grab the Lieutenant, and leap out of there with him. 

Quillroy isn’t the best with tech. When it comes to 
complicated equipment, he’s kind of like a rhino in a china 
shop. He’s really more a strength and muscle guy. Which, 
honestly, when you’re facing off against a bunch of weird 
gray aliens isn’t such a bad thing. He yanked the cords 
apart, but not before tripping, stumbling, and crashing into 
everything that had any electronics whatsoever. Needless 
to say, he caught the attention of the Gray Cleos.

They attacked full force, but Quillroy didn’t hesitate. He 
punched, smashed, and launched his quills, making 
attacks from the rear impossible. 

I climbed down from an overhead light fixture, careful to 

avoid some sharp, scary-looking things hanging from the 
ceiling. Lucky for El Ray, it was me and not QR who pulled 
the weird spaghetti tubes out of his face. 

I checked for a pulse, but to be honest, I don’t know 
where fish pulses are supposed to be. He wasn’t 
moving, but air seemed to be moving in and out of him.

“Come on, El Ray, wake up!” I says, but nothing I tried 
worked until I filled up the ol’ whoopie cushion. 

BLLurrRRrrRRrrrrp! I blew that thing right in his face. El 
Ray’s eyes opened in shock.

“Ugh! Did you just cut one in my face?!” he says. 

I had no time to laugh at what was easily the best prank 
react in the past ten weeks. The toot bag had gotten me 
some unwanted attention, and a Gray Cleo moved in to 
attack. 

I quickly struck him in the head with my mallet, but 
another Cleo grabbed me from behind. I gave that one 
the Sucker Punch! He never saw my extendo-glove 
coming. I guess they don’t have slapstick down in this 
uncultured, one-seahorse-town.

“I can’t move my arms and legs,” El Ray says. 

“What? Are you paralyzed?” I ask.

“Negative. Something invisible is holding me down,” he 
says.

Lucky for GK Delta, they have a certified clever-monkey 
on their team.

“What about your bio-shocks?” I ask.

El Ray managed to generate a decent pulse and . . . 
ta-dah! The electricity fried their system. El Ray was free.

We regrouped around Quillroy to help him fight off the 
Cleos. 

Part 3

Beneath the
Bermuda Triangle
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El Ray tore a metal rod from one of the sharp thingies 
hanging from the ceiling. He sliced, diced, and shot 
electricity from it the same as he would with one of his 
harpoons. Midway through the fight, I realized El Ray was 
breathing easy despite the weird gasses in this 
environment. I guess it’s the fish in him. 

Quillroy and I made use of the weapons we’d brought with 
us. His flail launched Cleos left and right. I think I even saw 
one bounce off a wall. Hilarious! 

Me, though? I’m a little guy, and I appreciate using my wits 
in battle, so I relied on the ol’ Banana Rifle to 
tak-a-tak-a-tak-a our attackers. 

Finally, we broke through the Cleos. We had a problem, 
though. We didn’t know where to go! Once again, Quillroy 
stepped up. 

“El Ray, we found a bunch of ships in a storage room that 
way,” he says.

We headed up to the mezzanine and down the corridor. 

It was a good idea, but we didn’t see any ships that’d help 
us escape. Boats and airplanes don’t help when you’re this 
far underwater. 

Then Quillroy spied something on the other side of the 
room. “Guys, what’s this?” he says.

El Ray and I ran over to find the sorriest rust-bucket of a 
submarine I’d ever seen. The thing was long but small. I 
wondered if Quillroy would even fit in it. 

“Could this work?” Quillroy asks.

“Hard to say. It’s pretty old, maybe even Civil War era,” El 
Ray says.

We hear commotion coming from the corridor. 

“It’s our only chance,” I says. “But how do we get it outta 
here?”

“Duh, use the doohickies by the windows, dude!” Quillroy 
pointed at a big, rubber glass airlock on the other side of 
the dimly-lit warehouse. Of course, there was a doohickey, 
just like all the other doors. I admit it. QR got me. 

I ran over to open the door while El Ray and Quillroy push 
the craft to the airlock. From the other side of the glass, 
we could tell the Cleos could see what we’re doing. They 
stopped in their tracks and instantly retreated. I hopped in 
the sub, but I’d been right. Quillroy couldn’t fit his big rhino 
butt through the hatch. 

El Ray pushed and I pulled, and we finally got him. El Ray 
closed the hatch so he could activate the airlock. Just in 
time, too! Our re-breathers didn’t have much juice left in 
them. 

The window opened and out we went. El Ray guided us 
from the outside as we swiftly floated toward the surface. 
Everything was going well until we heard the sound of 
twisting metal. The pressure of the sea was too much for 
the old craft. 

While Quillroy used all his strength to push back against 
the bending metal, I looked out the window. There was 
something out there. 

I searched for El Ray, but I didn’t see him. Then I saw his 
bioelectric shocks. They lit up the murky water enough for 
me to see what was going on. The Cleos were following us 
in underwater saucers! Speed-wise, they were just as 
fast as El Ray, but they didn’t have the maneuverability he 
had as a swimmer. 

El Ray juked and slipped like he was Muhammad Ali and 
Barry Sanders combined, but for swimming. Okay, I’m not 
a great sports analogy guy. Either way, the Cleos couldn’t 
keep up. Some even accidentally shot at or crashed into 
one another. 

We were nearing the surface, but it was too late. The ship 
was imploding around us. Water gushed in and we were 
sucked out into the sea. 

I floated there, wondering if the Cleos would get me first 
or if suffocation would. That’s when I saw a big, beautiful 
blue fishman swimming toward me, his bioluminescent 
light illuminating the water. El Ray was tailed by three Cleo 
ships, but he just kept coming. Without stopping, he 
yanked me and Quillroy by the collars and headed to the 
surface. 

Beneath us, the Cleos fired an explosive projectile, 
knocking us all apart. 

That’s when you arrived, Commander Stone. And can I 

From:   Ens. Albert VII

To:    Cdr. Ezra Stone

Subject: Recommendation for Recognition of 
Distinguished Leadership in the Face of Adversity for 
Ensign Quillroy (Continued)

The little Gray Cleopatra guys were scattered throughout 
the experiment room doing weird experiment things. 
Almost before I knew it, Quillroy found a way down. The 
plan was for him to unplug the cords leading to the 
operating table tablet thing. We had no idea if it would hurt 
Lieutenant El Ray, but we figured it had to be better than 
whatever they were doing to him—if he was even still alive. 
I stayed in the room above. My job was to come in from 
above, grab the Lieutenant, and leap out of there with him. 

Quillroy isn’t the best with tech. When it comes to 
complicated equipment, he’s kind of like a rhino in a china 
shop. He’s really more a strength and muscle guy. Which, 
honestly, when you’re facing off against a bunch of weird 
gray aliens isn’t such a bad thing. He yanked the cords 
apart, but not before tripping, stumbling, and crashing into 
everything that had any electronics whatsoever. Needless 
to say, he caught the attention of the Gray Cleos.

They attacked full force, but Quillroy didn’t hesitate. He 
punched, smashed, and launched his quills, making 
attacks from the rear impossible. 

I climbed down from an overhead light fixture, careful to 

avoid some sharp, scary-looking things hanging from the 
ceiling. Lucky for El Ray, it was me and not QR who pulled 
the weird spaghetti tubes out of his face. 

I checked for a pulse, but to be honest, I don’t know 
where fish pulses are supposed to be. He wasn’t 
moving, but air seemed to be moving in and out of him.

“Come on, El Ray, wake up!” I says, but nothing I tried 
worked until I filled up the ol’ whoopie cushion. 

BLLurrRRrrRRrrrrp! I blew that thing right in his face. El 
Ray’s eyes opened in shock.

“Ugh! Did you just cut one in my face?!” he says. 

I had no time to laugh at what was easily the best prank 
react in the past ten weeks. The toot bag had gotten me 
some unwanted attention, and a Gray Cleo moved in to 
attack. 

I quickly struck him in the head with my mallet, but 
another Cleo grabbed me from behind. I gave that one 
the Sucker Punch! He never saw my extendo-glove 
coming. I guess they don’t have slapstick down in this 
uncultured, one-seahorse-town.

“I can’t move my arms and legs,” El Ray says. 

“What? Are you paralyzed?” I ask.

“Negative. Something invisible is holding me down,” he 
says.

Lucky for GK Delta, they have a certified clever-monkey 
on their team.

“What about your bio-shocks?” I ask.

El Ray managed to generate a decent pulse and . . . 
ta-dah! The electricity fried their system. El Ray was free.

We regrouped around Quillroy to help him fight off the 
Cleos. 



From:   Ens. Albert VII

To:    Cdr. Ezra Stone

Subject: Recommendation for Recognition of 
Distinguished Leadership in the Face of Adversity for 
Ensign Quillroy (Continued)

The little Gray Cleopatra guys were scattered throughout 
the experiment room doing weird experiment things. 
Almost before I knew it, Quillroy found a way down. The 
plan was for him to unplug the cords leading to the 
operating table tablet thing. We had no idea if it would hurt 
Lieutenant El Ray, but we figured it had to be better than 
whatever they were doing to him—if he was even still alive. 
I stayed in the room above. My job was to come in from 
above, grab the Lieutenant, and leap out of there with him. 

Quillroy isn’t the best with tech. When it comes to 
complicated equipment, he’s kind of like a rhino in a china 
shop. He’s really more a strength and muscle guy. Which, 
honestly, when you’re facing off against a bunch of weird 
gray aliens isn’t such a bad thing. He yanked the cords 
apart, but not before tripping, stumbling, and crashing into 
everything that had any electronics whatsoever. Needless 
to say, he caught the attention of the Gray Cleos.

They attacked full force, but Quillroy didn’t hesitate. He 
punched, smashed, and launched his quills, making 
attacks from the rear impossible. 

I climbed down from an overhead light fixture, careful to 

avoid some sharp, scary-looking things hanging from the 
ceiling. Lucky for El Ray, it was me and not QR who pulled 
the weird spaghetti tubes out of his face. 

I checked for a pulse, but to be honest, I don’t know 
where fish pulses are supposed to be. He wasn’t 
moving, but air seemed to be moving in and out of him.

“Come on, El Ray, wake up!” I says, but nothing I tried 
worked until I filled up the ol’ whoopie cushion. 

BLLurrRRrrRRrrrrp! I blew that thing right in his face. El 
Ray’s eyes opened in shock.

“Ugh! Did you just cut one in my face?!” he says. 

I had no time to laugh at what was easily the best prank 
react in the past ten weeks. The toot bag had gotten me 
some unwanted attention, and a Gray Cleo moved in to 
attack. 

I quickly struck him in the head with my mallet, but 
another Cleo grabbed me from behind. I gave that one 
the Sucker Punch! He never saw my extendo-glove 
coming. I guess they don’t have slapstick down in this 
uncultured, one-seahorse-town.

“I can’t move my arms and legs,” El Ray says. 

“What? Are you paralyzed?” I ask.

“Negative. Something invisible is holding me down,” he 
says.

Lucky for GK Delta, they have a certified clever-monkey 
on their team.

“What about your bio-shocks?” I ask.

El Ray managed to generate a decent pulse and . . . 
ta-dah! The electricity fried their system. El Ray was free.

We regrouped around Quillroy to help him fight off the 
Cleos. 

just say how grateful we are that you and that flipped out frog 
boy got there when you did? I’m not just buttering you up for 
more free time in the rec room. I mean it. You were brave and 
daring and bold, and I’m sure women find you attractive, sir. 
The way you flew the experimental Thunderbird aircraft under 
the water and took out those Cleos was stunning. It took us a 
minute to figure out how to use the jet’s airlock to climb 
aboard from underwater, but I bet if we got a chance to do it 

again, we’d be pros. 

Anyway, thanks for flying us out of the water . . . that’s a 
weird thing to say, huh? This concludes my presentation. 
I’ll open the floor up to any questions. JK!!!
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18:00 

Operation: 52 Pickup GK Delta Final Mission Debriefing 
USS Allen W. Dulles Conference Room
In Attendance: Ezra Stone, Cmd (ranking officer); El Ray, Lt.; 
Quillroy, Ens.; Albert VII, Ens; Daart, NROTC Cadet.

Purpose: A debriefing meeting was called by Commander 
Ezra Stone, USN after GK Delta members submitted their 
accounts of the incidents that took place during Operation 
52 Pickup.

Stone: El Ray, you eluded to something in your report of 
which I’d like clarification. Were you looking for something 
else when you were supposed to be recovering the black 
box?

El Ray: Affirmative, sir.

Stone: Which was?

El Ray: Answers, sir. I believed there was a chance that the 
underwater city might have been my origin. 

Stone: Do you still think that’s the case.

El Ray: Negative, sir. 

Stone: Thank you, please be seated. Daart, please state for 
your teammates what you were doing during Operation 52 
Pickup.

Daart: Uh, sir, do I have to sir?

Stone: It’s an order.

Daart: Well, uh, I thought Sham might’ve been up to no 
good because he was acting weird and he’s like super-agent 
spy. And the other guys always were worried about him 
before. 

Stone: And?

Daart: And, sir. Well, he was actually trying to help fix the 
subs and I got in the way. 

Stone: Thank you, Daart and El Ray. It takes a lot of courage 
to admit our mistakes in front of our peers. Learn from 

these mistakes without letting them discourage you. 
Mistakes aren’t the only way, but they do help us grow 
and get better. Besides, you’ve all seen some 
extraordinary things in your life. if anyone should have 
some leeway, it’s you four. Going forward, it’s going to be 
more challenging to distinguish between reality and our 
imagination. The world is already a complex place, but the 
world GK Delta has to live in is a hundred times more 
complex than that. It’s important you keep in mind the 
evidence and probability of an idea to guide your decision 
making. Just because an idea is intriguing, doesn’t mean 
it’s true. That’s a flaw in reasoning you might have. A very 
human flaw. 

[Laughter from GK Delta]

Albert VII: Next thing you know we’ll be sippin’ lattes like 
the humans!

Stone: I commend you, GK Delta. You did well. Yes, even 
you, Daart. That said, we will need to work on being a bit 
more discreet. 4



- END -

Personal Files of Dr. Kim Mera, Director of the 
Generation Kymera Project

The discovery of Atlantis is a great leap forward in our 
understanding of both the physical and biological 
sciences. Unfortunately, it would’ve been impossible to 
keep its discovery secret from the agency. Luckily, I had 
time before they could dispatch the Area 51 cleanup crew 
to seal off the area by locating and removing their energy 
source to curtail their defenses. 

Sham was able to remotely reprogram the AKLUTs to 
fetch an Atlantean life form, as I ordered. 

Of note, Sham is beginning to question my directives 
more. He was concerned that not all went according to 
plan. Daart’s interruption while Sham was reprogramming 
the AKLUTs did make it impossible for the subs to return 
to Quillroy and Albert VII. 

I assured him that everything turned out fine and there 

nothing to worry about, but he does not seem to agree. 
He stated that had it not been for Daart and Stone, the 
Deltas would’ve been stranded or killed. He expressed 
shame for blaming Daart. He further referred to our 
taking of an Atlantean as a “kidnapping,” a term which I 
resent.

This kind of talk is not befitting Sham. I explained to him 
that this is the job he’s here to do. It is, in fact, 
dangerous for all of them, and it must necessarily be 
kept secret. You have to break eggs if you want an 
omelet. 

Sham pleaded with me to reveal what greater good he 
was working toward, but I explained that it’s on a 
need-to-know basis. For now he’ll simply have to trust 
the system.

I, on the other hand, will have to keep a close eye on him. 
He may yet prove to be a problem.
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